HEB on Fulcrum: FAQ
What is the new URL for the HEB collection on Fulcrum?
https://www.fulcrum.org/heb
Will our catalog URLs re-direct to Fulcrum?
Yes, and the re-direct will be persistent.

Will there be an updated MARC file with Fulcrum URLs for HEB titles?
We are working on creating a version of the MARC file with Fulcrum URLs as an
option for libraries, but since the re-direct of URLs will be persistent you won’t need
to update the catalog unless you want to.

Do I need to update my proxy server stanzas?
Yes, there are new proxy stanzas for Fulcrum. You can find the new stanzas here:
https://help.oclc.org/Library_Management/EZproxy/Database_stanzas/acls.
If you have hosted EZProxy, the update may have already been made for you.
If you use another type of proxy server (e.g. WAM), these are the stanzas you should
add.
Should I delete the old proxy server stanzas?
Since Humanities E-Book’s legacy (DLXS) platform will stay live until October 1,
2018, libraries are being asked to leave the old proxy stanzas in place until then in
order to ensure proxied access for all users.

Will you send out a notice when the legacy platform comes down?
Yes, look for an e-mail from us on October 1, 2018 to confirm that the legacy site is
being taken down and that the old proxy stanzas can then be removed.

I see my institution’s name in the top right corner of the Fulcrum screen. Can I get the
format changed?
Yes, if you would like to request a change in how your institution’s name appears on
the top right corner of the screen, please send a screenshot of what you see and the
preferred name format to subscriptions@hebook.org.
Do we have unlimited access to all the books in Fulcrum?
Yes, as with our prior platform, subscribers have unlimited simultaneous access to
all content in HEB on Fulcrum.

